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TRANSPORTING A HEAVY DUTY TRUCK WITH HEAVY HAULERS
Heavy Haulers is the country's premiere Super Load haulers. We specialize in towing everything from crane trucks and garbage

trucks to moving trucks and passenger buses. Transport of heavy duty trucks typically requires oversized permits and regular

weight inspections when being transported across state lines. We take care of securing the proper paperwork to deliver your

heavy duty truck to your door, wherever you live in North America.

WHEN SHIPPING A HEAVY DUTY TRUCK
Because of their immense size, towing or transporting these vehicles can be difficult. They are often oversized in width and

height. We utilize several trailer types to transport heavy duty commercial trucks, including a low-boy or step-deck carrier. Our

professional drivers have the expertise and experience in towing or transport of heavy duty vehicles, so you can rest knowing

that we'll treat your truck with the same care and respect you would.

Shipping a garbage truck can be challenging, both due to the weight of the vehicle and the height. Heavy haulers knows how to

ship a garbage truck, including where to secure the wheels and articulated dump beds to prevent moving during transit. These

trucks typically ship on RGN trailers due to the weight.

TRAVELING CROSS-COUNTRY WITH A HEAVY DUTY TRUCK
Many cities across the U.S. have strict legal requirements for the transport of large equipment or vehicles, including travel

restrictions during rush hours and after dark. We make it our business to know the regulations in each state or territory we

travel, and we handle the logistics of your transport from start to finish. Doubly insured and fully licensed to work throughout

the North American continent, your heavy duty truck is safe with us.

Let Heavy Haulers fulfill your heavy duty truck transport and towing needs.
Give us a call toll-free at 888-627-4570

or Click HERE To Request a Quote
We look forward to serving you!

SERVICE TYPE

Truck Transport

Services Offered

Transport of Heavy Duty Trucks
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